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Reading Homework 

Amelia and Eleanor 

 

 

 

 

 

Read the vocabulary words and definitions. 

Find each word while reading the story. 

Vocabulary: 

1. aviator: person who flies an aircraft; 

pilot 

2. brisk: keen; sharp  

3. cockpit: place where the pilot sits in 

an airplane 

4. daring: bold; fearless; courageous 

5. elegant: having or showing good 

taste; gracefully and richly refined; 

beautifully luxurious 

6. outspoken: not reserved; frank 

7. solo: without a partner, teacher, etc.; 

alone 
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Turn over for Comprehension 
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Name___________________________ 

Reading Homework 

Amelia and Eleanor 

Read pp. 564-575 

Answer the comprehension questions. 

1. What risky things did Amelia and 
Eleanor do that people in that time 
thought women should not do?  
___________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

2. What specific conclusion can be 
drawn about Amelia and Eleanor in 
this story?  (Circle one) 

(a) The Roosevelt’s invited Amelia after 
learning that she could fly a plane. 

(b) They were friends before the dinner 
party. 

(c) Amelia and Eleanor were meeting for 
the first time at the dinner party. 

3. How do you know that Eleanor 
trusted Amelia? _________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

4.  What was the author’s purpose in 
writing this story? 
___________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 
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